the classic-professional stool

the workstools collection

the workstools collection

WS15

(WS15 only)

WS22*

Sit/Stand Stool lets
you sit while standing
and alleviates stress
points on lower back.
Seat tilts up to 20o.
A workstool that
works for you all
day long.

sitorstand–
dualpositioning.
Ergonomically
designed to support
you while you work.
Move effortlessly from
sitting to standing to
leaning back.

Pneumatic lift, pivot
backrest, and back
adjustments articulate
stress-free movement.
Ribbed seats contour
for comfort and prevent
slippage.

improved seat design!
WS12
Has all the benefits of
the WS10, plus tilting
mechanism that tilts
seat up to 20o.
Pneumatic lift lowers
chair for optimal
tasking.

CL47
The CL47 is a stool that features a knobless,
turn-lock footring that easily adjusts to multiple
heights and yet stays snugly in place. Perfect for
bank tellers due to its compact size and
comfortable cushions.

WS10
Alleviates strain on
back, hips and legs
and allows mobility
without stressful
bending. Pneumatic
lift adjusts seat height
with fingertip ease.

CL35

WS11

Versatile back design provides optimum back support, body side support or even
abdomen support. 8” cylinder allows 25” to 33” seat-height adjustment. Features an
elevated column base with footrest for extra sturdiness and ease of use.

All the features of the WS10 but with the added benefit of
a built-in sectional tool tray that keeps everything handy.

CL22

workhighordownlow–
Forward angle supports
you as you work

caster choices

Soft casters. Two-toned.
Usable on wood, tile,
linoleum and smooth
surfaces. Reduces
surface marking.

Glides. Black. Fits any
chair or stool. 2” high.

Low-posture stool’s
tilting backrest and
tilting seat conform
to your preferred
posture, maximizing
work performance and
minimizing fatigue.

WS25*
High-posture stool has
the same versatile
features as the WS24
plus 22”-32” seat-height
adjustability and 20”
footring to support feet
and total body.

WS23*
High-posture stool adjusts seat height 22”-32”. Same features as
WS22 plus 20” footring for added support and mobility.

TLTRAY

The CL22 features a unique back design that
serves as back support, body side support, or even
abdomen support. Simple adjustments make this
uncomplicated chair a good choice for many
healthcare environments.

(CLVS only)

WS24*

Workstool models WS10,
WS11, WS12 and WS15
feature a wider,
ergonomically
contoured seat that
conforms to your body,
providing comfortable support as
you work. As you angle the seat
forward for specific tasks, the
grooves on top of the seat help
prevent you from sliding off.
An indentation on the
back of the backrest
serves as a handle,
allowing you to
easily move the
stool to a different
work area. Ideal
for industrial
environments, the seat is
made from easy-to-clean,
stain- and punctureresistant polyurethane.

Single wheel rubber
casters. For hard
concrete surfaces or
“rough” floors.

Self-braking safety
casters. Black.
Restricted rolling when
user is not seated.
Recommended for
carpeted floors only.

Reverse-braking
casters lock when user
is seated. Usable on
wood, tile and concrete
surfaces.

perfect for
industrial workplaces

special
information

All of our stools are ergonomically
designed for cashiers, dentists, filing
clerks, and workers in assembly
lines, job shops, and a wide range
of other industrial environments.
Each model adjusts easily for
maximum freedom of movement,
reducing fatigue and increasing
productivity.

Office Master Workstools
are made from punctureresistant black polyurethane
and come with seven-year
limited warranties and your
choice of BC arms, 5 types
of casters, and a tool tray
option.

Tool tray (sold
separately) allows
easy access to tools
and supplies.

* WS22-WS25 have the same seat and back design, and all come with BC arm options.

the classic-professional stool

CL12

CL13

16” seat with pneumatic
lift raises to individualized
comfort level. Unique circle
ring enables user to adjust the
seat height from any angle.

Features include heightadjusting circle ring, 16” seat
with pneumatic lift, adjustable
footring and optional
8” cylinder.

a workstool for every task

w

CL15

the professional workstools collection

Health Care

Financial

Laboratory

Manufacturing

Works With You While You Work.

The unique back design serves as back support, body side
support or even abdomen support. Foot activation mechanism
allows for hands-free operability.

CL23
All the benefits of the CL22’s unique backrest design with a 10”
cylinder (23” – 33” adjustable seat height) and an adjustable
chrome footring that is easy to clean, and looks great as well.

CL14

CL33

The CL14’s foot activation
mechanism provides
physicians with hands-free
operability during surgery
or office visits.

Has the same features as CL12
with a 8” cylinder (25” to 33”
adjustable height). Includes
height-adjusting circle ring and
chrome elevated column base
for added stability.

perfect for dental and doctor’s offices
The Classic-Professional stools adjust perfectly for dental and
doctor’s offices. All the stools are user-friendly and attractive,
with leather-like vinyls and fabric-like cryptons to choose from.

office master stools:
®

Whether you’re working in a medical or industrial setting, Office Master ® has
the workstool that’s right for you. Since 1986, we’ve delivered comfort, style
and performance in innovative, advanced ergonomic seating. We offer a
complete line of ergonomic stools at extremely comfortable prices. And all of
our innovative stool designs adhere to ANSI/BIFMA standards, providing
premium ergonomic solutions. We invite you to visit one of our dealers in your
area to see how the ultimate value in quality seating can work for you. All
stools are made in North America and can be turbo-shipped, a service offered
only by Office Master ®.

www.officemaster.com
October 2010xxxxxxx.

